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PROPOSAL FOR COLLABORATION AND MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
On .1.17/2020.. 

SHRI NARENDRA TIDKE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND COMMERCE RAMTEK NAGPUR 
and 

NUTAN ADARSH ARTS, COMM. & SMT. MANIBEN HARILAL WEGAD SCIENCE 
COLLEGE, UMRED 

To promote interaction and collaboration 

Shri Narendra College of Arts and Commerce Ramtek, Nagpur is une of the 
oldest college of Gondia education society's which was established in 1970. It is an 
established institute and working for giving the intelligence and skil workforce in tne field of 

d 



Commerce and Arts to the society. The institute is offeringUG courses affiliated to Rashtrasant Tukdoji Maharaj Nagpur University, Nagpur 
We are here proposing the area of collaboration and common point of consideration of the MOU which with Nutan Adarsh Arts, Comm. & Smt. Maniben Harilal Wegad Science College, Umred. The purpose of MOU is to carry out mutual beneficial academic 

activities. During the period of MOU both the institution organisation would cooperate and 
collaborate with each other in the identified area of mutual interest for mutual de elopment as detail under. 

Area of collaboration and interaction 
On its point the institution organisations considered and try to the extent possible. 1. To share knowledge and expertise of the researchers, students, faculty and, other 
members of both the institution on a case to case basis with mutual consent. 

2. To provide resource persons for guest lecture workshops etc at the students and 
faculty development program and research assignment of mutual interest. 

3 To grand permission for visit of faculty member and the student to the institute 
organisation as per mutual convenience dates and schedule. 

To offer testing and other technical facilities available with the institute organisation it 
required by the member of the institute organisation. 
To offer technical consultancy training as per the need of the both institutions 6. 

4. 

5. 

To offer the library infrastructure other amenities facility of the institution to the 
company organisation personal app required by the company organisation as per a 
procedure with the mutual evolved 

Common points of consideration 
1. The MOU does not imply any kind of financial obligation unless agreed upon in 

writing on either side and neither party can claim for any financial charges.2 The association and. activities carried out through the MOU should never be 
considered as an employment opportunity in any course of time by any ina:vidual concerned. 

3. The MOU does not bind or compel either party are provide for the above.entioned favours to the other party and rather aim to build and faster a spirit of collaboration of mutual benefit while promoting the individual and mutual interests. 
4. The MOU shall be effective frcm the date of signing approval through official sign/mail and other parties terminate this agreement by a simple written 

communication by a competent authority at any point of time. 
Neither party shall be liable for any indirect punitive special incidental or 
consequential damages arising out of or in connection with this understanding whether for bridge of this MOU or in thought including loss of business data revenueand profit or for any third party claim against the other word for ever 

In witness wear of the parties hereto have executed these understanding on 
the day and date as below. 

Sangeeta G. Takkamore 
Principal 

Shri Narendra college off arts and 
Commerce Ramtek dist Nagpur 

Principal 
Shri Narendra Tidke Cellege 
of Art &Commerce, Ramtek 

Anant B. Buradkar 

Principal, 
Nutan Adarsh ARTS, Comm. & Smt 

Maniben Harilal Wegad Science College, 

PRINEFA. 
Nutan Adarsha 4rts, Con Smt 
marihan Harliai Wegad Slen 
Calloga ,tMRED Dlstt Nagpu» 
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